Homophobia is still strong in the Czech society and the legal situation of LGBT people is not adequate.
GAY RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS
The primary goal of our project is:

- protecting the human rights of LGBT persons
- preventing homophobia in the Czech society and creating an environment of dialogue between the majority population and the LGBT community
- achieving these goals through a nationwide anti-homophobia campaign
CAMPAIGN
Fun & Culture in the LGBT Capital of Central and Eastern Europe

PRAGUE PRIDE

10—16/8 2015

Join us!
We all have a rainbow inside

36,5 °C ___________ praguepride.com

Saturday August 15 Parade & Open Air Festival
parties / culture / concerts / DJs / weeklong Pride village on a river island

Supported by a grant from Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway through the EEA Grants. www.eegrants.org
Všichni jsme stejně teplí.
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London Gay Men Chorus
concert against bullying
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LIVING UNNOTICED
exhibition
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The secondary goal was:

- to protect the most vulnerable groups within the LGBT community, which in the Czech context are LGBT families
- to work with these families via support groups
- realize an analysis of the current situation of LGBT families that will serve as a basis for policy paper on change of the Civil Code which will be presented to the Governmental Council on Human Rights
Thank you!